
FIRST COURSE
• Toasted Pain de Mie
• Chanterelle Conserva 

Mousse with Grape Jam
• Pickles 

SECOND COURSE
• Winter Greens and Asian Pear
• Candied Walnuts
• Roasted chanterelles
• Sherry Vinaigrette

MUSHROOM AND VEG DINNER KIT
January 6–10

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. CHANTERELLE MUSHROOM CONSERVA MOUSSE, GRAPE JAM, PICKLES, TOAST
We get wild chanterelles from our forager, Bryan. We like to sauté them when they’re very fresh. But when we don’t end up 
using them immediately, we love to preserve them using a “conserva” method that’s a little like a cross between pickling 
and confit. Our favorite use for the chanterelle conserva is as a mousse like this! This first course is simple, and is great 
to snack on while you are preparing the rest of the meal. Take the toast points and re-toast them lightly in a toaster oven, 
or 325°F oven for 3 minutes. Once toasted, smear the mousse over the warmed toast. Eat with the pickles and enjoy!

2. SHINKO PEAR AND WINTER GREENS SALAD, ROASTED CHANTERELLES, 
CANDIED WALNUTS, SHERRY VINAIGRETTE
A very savory salad that highlights some awesome winter greens including chicories, mustard greens, and baby kale. 
For a crunchy sweet textural contrast, we candied the walnuts. Warm up the roasted shrooms in a sauté pan or in the 
oven (or in a pinch, in the microwave). In a big bowl, toss the pear and winter greens together first with some of the 
dressing, starting with less of the vinaigrette than you think you need. You can always add more dressing, but you 
don’t want to overdress. Next, add the warm chanterelles, tossing only briefly, and top with the candied walnuts.

3. SLOW-COOKED DUCK EGG, ROASTED SUNCHOKES, FARRO, 
PICKLED BEECH MUSHROOMS, SUNCHOKE CRUMBLE
These duck eggs are from Kitty Dolcini’s farm in Sonoma. We often buy her chicken eggs at the Marin farmer’s market, 
so we’re excited to use her duck eggs! Fill a large container with the hottest water from your tap and gently place the 
duck eggs in it to reheat for 30 minutes, changing out the water with new hot water from the tap 20 minutes in, and 
holding the eggs in the water until everything else is ready. We cooked the eggs at 64°C/147°F, so make sure it isn’t 
hotter than that (and it won’t be, unless your water heater settings are dangerously unusual). Reheat the sunchokes 
and mushrooms with farro on stove on medium to low heat, stirring frequently to keep it from scorching. You can 
also microwave it for 2 minutes on high. Warm the sunchoke crumble slightly in a dry pan or by microwaving 30 
seconds in a microwave-proof container (not the compostable one). Plate the farro mixture, then remove the duck 
eggs from the water bath. Crack each egg on a counter, then gently empty it into a slotted spoon, letting excess 
watery liquid drain a few seconds, then plate the egg atop the farro. Finally, sprinkle on the sunchoke crumble.

4. TALEGGIO AND BLACK PEPPER AGNOLOTTI, BUTTERNUT SQUASH, PÉRIGORD TRUFFLE
For this course, Chef Tim made agnolotti with black pepper pasta dough, filled with a Taleggio cheese filling. Taleggio is 
a soft-ripened cow’s milk cheese whose washed rind can be strongly pungent, but the interior of the cheese has a nice, 
mild, tangy flavor. The sauce is an emulsion of butternut squash, Périgord truffle, and a bit of sage and brown butter.

Temper the truffle for half an hour to bring it up to room temperature. Bring a pot of water (at least two quarts) to a full 
rolling boil. Season pasta cooking water with a tablespoon of salt per quart of water. Warm up a couple bowls for serving. 
Once the water is boiling, warm up the butternut squash sauce in a separate sauce pan or sauté pan, warm the pieces 
of butternut squash in the oven, toaster oven, or sauté them, and keep the sauce and pieces of squash warm. Cook the 
agnolotti for just 2 minutes. It’s fresh pasta, and thin, so it’ll cook quickly. Drain pasta and immediately dump pasta and 
butternut squash pieces into the sauce. Toss pasta in the sauce for another minute over medium heat to get it glazed.

Plate the pasta in the warm bowls. Finally, shave or grate the truffle over the pasta. We prefer microplaning 
versus shaving because more surface area means more aroma, and we like the finer mouthfeel. 
(continued on reverse side)

THIRD COURSE
• Slow-Cooked Duck Eggs
• Sunchokes and 

Mushrooms with Farro
• Sunchoke Crumble

FOURTH COURSE
• Black Pepper Agnolotti 

Stuffed with Taleggio
• Pasta Sauce for Agnolotti
• Roasted Squash
• Périgord Truffle

FIFTH COURSE (DESSERT)
• Key Lime Pie



5. KEY LIME PIE, CITRUS LEAF, ALMOND CRUST, MERINGUE, BLACK CITRUS  
You can serve this straight out of the fridge, and it’s already ready to eat. We’ve made a pie with a base of cream 
cheese and key lime, intensifying the citrus flavor with citrus leaf. It’s topped with a meringue with another citrus 
note: black citrus, which we make by brining already-juiced citrus shells and slowly drying them over a period 
of weeks. The “crust” is in the form of a liquid sablée (looks like kisses of a tan-colored purée). Enjoy!


